
Climate Survey Questions:  6th - 12th grade

Teacher-Student Relationship Questions

Response Options - For all questions in this section:
None of my teachers   A few of my teachers   About half of my teachers   Most of my teachers   All of my teachers

How many of your teachers are respectful towards you?

If you walked into class upset, how many of your teachers would be concerned?

If you came back to visit class three years from now, how many of your teachers would be
excited to see you?

When your teachers ask how you are doing, how many of them are really interested in your
answer?

How many of your teachers would you be excited to have again in the future?

School Climate Questions

How positive or negative is the energy of the school?
Very negative   Somewhat negative   Slightly negative   Neither negative nor positive

Slightly positive   Somewhat positive   Very positive

How fair or unfair are the rules for the students at this school?
Very unfair   Somewhat unfair   Slightly unfair   Neither unfair nor fair   Slightly fair   Somewhat fair   Very fair

At your school, how much does the behavior of other students hurt or help your learning?
Hurts my learning a tremendous amount   Hurts my learning some   Hurts my learning a little bit

Neither helps nor hurts my learning
Helps my learning a little bit   Helps my learning some   Helps my learning a tremendous amount

How pleasant or unpleasant is the physical space at your school?
Very unpleasant     Somewhat unpleasant     Slightly unpleasant

Neither pleasant nor unpleasant
Slightly pleasant     Somewhat pleasant Very pleasant

How often do your teachers seem excited to be teaching your classes?
Almost never   Once in a while   Sometimes   Frequently   Almost always

Sense of Belonging Questions

How well do people at your school understand you as a person?

Do not understand at all   Understand a little   Understand somewhat
Understand quite a bit   Completely understand

How connected do you feel to the adults at your school?

Not at all connected   Slightly connected   Somewhat connected  Quite connected   Extremely connected

How much respect do students at your school show you?



No respect at all   A little bit of respect   Some respect   Quite a bit of respect   A tremendous amount of respect

How much do you matter to others in this school?
Do not matter   Matter a little bit   Matter somewhat   Matter quite a bit   Matter a tremendous amount

Overall, how much do you feel like you belong at your school?
Do not belong at all   Belong a little bit   Belong somewhat   Belong quite a bit   Completely belong

Supportive Relationships Questions

Do you have a teacher or other adult from school who you can count on to help you, no matter
what? Yes     No

Do you have a family member or other adult outside of school who you can count on to help
you, no matter what? Yes     No

Do you have a friend from school who you can count on to help you, no matter what?
Yes     No

Do you have a teacher or other adult from school who you can be completely yourself around?
Yes     No

Do you have a family member or other adult outside of school who you can be completely
yourself around? Yes     No

Do you have a friend from school who you can be completely yourself around?
Yes     No

What can teachers or other adults at school do to better support you? (Open response)

Self-Management Questions

Response Options - For all question below
Almost Never   Once in a while   Sometime   Frequently   Almost all of the time

How often were you polite to adults?

How often did you come to class prepared?

How often did you follow directions in class?

How often did you get your work done right away, instead of waiting until the last minute?

How often did you pay attention and resist distractions?

When you were working independently, how often did you stay focused?

How often did you remain calm, even when someone was bothering you or saying bad things?

How often did you allow others to speak without interruption?

How often were you polite to other students?

How often did you keep your temper in check?


